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Abstract

The Levant has always been a crucial zone for contacts between Egypt and the ancient Near East. During the 
Late Bronze Age (the ‘international period’) and the Iron Age, pharaonic Egypt, the Hittite empire, and later 
the Neo-Hittite and Aramaic states shared many occasions of exchange and interaction, testified both by texts 
and artefacts: among them, luxury objects like ivories. This paper aims to retrace the circulation of some icono-
graphic motifs of different origins attested on the ivories of Arslantaş/Hadātu (near the border of modern Syria 
and Turkey), comparing this material with other ivories found in sites of the Levantine area (Ugarit, Byblos, 
Megiddo): a journey through precious items from Egypt to Anatolia, across the Levant throughout the Bronze 
and Iron Age, to the rediscovery of those people who, despite geographical distances, travelled, circulated and 
interlaced relationships.
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During its long-lasting history, Egypt interla-
ced prolific connections with many entities of an-
cient Middle and Near East: the routes to Anatolia 
and Mesopotamia were surely well known to Egyp-
tian officials, militaries and merchants who travelled 
between these countries for many different purposes. 
In this respect, a peculiar role has been played by the 
areas in between Egypt and Mesopotamia, specifical-
ly Syria and the Levant, a very crucial zone for these 
ancient contacts. During the Late Bronze Age (par-
ticularly in the so-called ‘international period’) and 
the Iron Age, many political entities (Egypt, Hitti-
tes, Neo-Hittite and Aramaic states, Assyrians, Pho-
enicians, Mycenaeans) shared many occasions of 
exchange and interaction, testified both by texts and 
artefacts: among them stand out luxury objects, like 
the ivories. In this contribution, I will analyse some 
iconographic motifs of different origin attested on 
the ivories of Arslantaş/Hadātu, located near the 
border of modern Syria and Turkey (fig. 1), compa-
ring these materials with ivories found in other sites, 
and retracing the paths of the diffusion of some of 
these motifs. Of course, the present contribution re-
presents just a specimen, being Arslantaş ivories to be 
considered as a study case, aiming to point out some 
peculiar comparisons, with no presumption to be an 
all-embracing discussion about this topic (for which I 
refer to previous bibliography). 

2. Ivories: materiality and iconographic 
sources 

Ivory has always been considered as a precious 
and cherished material as Irene Winter perfectly 
stated: «Ivory as a material, has a unique and fa-
scinating appeal by virtue of its rich warm colour 
and sheen».3 Therefore, ivories have been abun-
dantly widespread all over Egypt4 and the Near 

3 Winter 2010, p. 187; cf. Béal, Goyon 2000 (an 
entire publication devoted to this topic, with many contri-
butions). About ivories in general, cf. also Krzyszkowska 
1990 and Krzyszkowska, Morkot 2000. An interesting 
approach about the interpretation of history throughout the 
analysis of ivory production can be found in Lilyquist 1998.

4 For the Egyptian ivories, see LÄ I, p. 1225 (s.v. 
‘Elfenbein’, by Rosemarie Drenkhahn); cf. Lucas 19624 and 
Acquaviva 2000. For the definition of an ‘Egyptian style’ on 

τὸν δ᾽ αὖτε προσέειπε περίφρων Πηνελόπεια·
“Ξεῖν᾽, ἦ τοι μὲν ὄνειροι ἀμήχανοι ἀκριτόμυθοι
γίγνοντ᾽, οὐδέ τι πάντα τελείεται ἀνθρώποισι.

δοιαὶ γάρ τε πύλαι ἀμενηνῶν εἰσὶν ὀνείρων·
αἱ μὲν γὰρ κεράεσσι τετεύχαται, αἱ δ᾽ ἐλέφαντι·

τῶν οἳ μέν κ᾽ ἔλθωσι διὰ πριστοῦ ἐλέφαντος,
οἵ ῥ᾽ ἐλεφαίρονται, ἔπε᾽ ἀκράαντα φέροντες·

οἱ δὲ διὰ ξεστῶν κεράων ἔλθωσι θύραζε,
οἵ ῥ᾽ ἔτυμα κραίνουσι, βροτῶν ὅτε κέν τις ἴδηται”.

Then wise Penelope answered him again: «Stranger, 
dreams verily are baffling and unclear of meaning, 
and in no wise do they find fulfilment in all things for 
men. For two are the gates of shadowy dreams, and 
one is fashioned of horn and one of ivory. Those dre-
ams that pass through the gate of sawn ivory deceive 
men, bringing words that find no fulfilment. But tho-
se that come forth through the gate of polished horn 
bring true issues to pass, when any mortal sees them».
      

(Hom. Od. 19.559-567)1

ם ים ַעל־ַעְרׂשֹוָת֑ ן ּוְסֻרִח֖ ות ֵׁש֔ ֹ֣ ְכִבי֙ם ַעל־ִמּט ֹֽ  ַהּׁש
וְך ַמְרֵּבֽק׃ ֹ֥ ים ִמּת אן ַוֲעגִָל֖ ֹ֔ ים ָּכִרי֙ם ִמּצ ְואְֹכִל֤

You lie on beds adorned with ivory and lounge on your 
couches. You dine on choice lambs and fattened calves.

(Amos 6.4)2

1. Introduction to the topic

The contacts between pharaonic Egypt and the an-
cient Near East have been regarded with specific 
attention by many scholars: indeed, both textual 
and archaeological sources allow us to reconstruct 
the dynamic situation of exchanging among these 
two areas. 

1 Greek text and English translation after Murray 
1946, pp. 268-269. 

2 Hebrew text according to Elliger, Rudolph 
1966/1967 (19975), p. 1023; English text as in New Interna-
tional Version, Biblica, 2011 (on line at link: https://www.bi-
blegateway.com/passage/?search=Amos+6.4&version=NIV; 
8th February 2019).
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‘labels’, such as ‘Egyptian/Egyptianizing’, ‘Hitti-
te’, ‘Canaanite’, ‘Mycenaean’, ‘hybrid Canaani-
te-Mycenaean’, ‘extreme Mycenaeanizing’, ‘Assy-
rian’, ‘North/South Syrian’ and ‘Phoenician’.5 

5 About the ‘Mycenean style’, see Fitton 1992; a dis-
cussion on the ‘Egyptian style’ (mostly about the Egyptian-
izing features of Nimrud ivories) can be found in Hawkes 
1981. Some information about the ‘Hittite style’ or, much 
more in general, about Hittite iconographical features, see 
Özguç et Al. (eds.) 1993. Concerning the ‘Assyrian sty -

East (Byblos, Megiddo, Samaria, Ugarit, Nimrud, 
Arslantaş and many others) (fig. 2); this diffusion 
is also reflected in their decorations, because ivori-
es are usually described and classified with different 

ivory, see Caubet 2000, p. 123; cf. also Leibovitch 1947. A 
peculiar kind of elephant tusks are also attested in Egypt, name-
ly the ‘elephant of Niyi’ (probably coming from the homony-
mous city in Syria-Palestine): see Gabolde 2000. In Egypt, a 
particular kind of ivory objects, defined as ‘ointment spoons’ 
were discovered: for this topic, see Frédéricq 1927.

Figure 1
The location of Arslantaş, ancient Hadātu (source and date of photo: Google Earth 2019, elaboration of the author)

Figure 2
The location of the most 
important cities where 
ivories were discovered 
(after Winter 1976, 
p. 12, fig. 2)
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3. Ivories: a philological enquiry

In both Egyptian and Mesopotamian texts, there 
are many quotations of the word for ‘ivory’, respec-
tively  3bw (in Egyptian), ZU2-AM-SI (in 
Sumerian) and šin pîri (in Akkadian), literally ‘to-
oth/tusk of elephant’.7 The commerce of ivory was 
also very extensive during the Amarna Age (ca. 14th 
cent. BC), as proved by many El-Amarna letters 
(e.g. EA 5, 11, 13, 14, 22, 24, 25, 40, 77):8 I quote 
here, for instance, a short passage of EA 25, a list of 
gifts sent to an undefined pharaoh by the Mittanian 
king Tušratta:

with further bibliography. Cf. Ebert 1925, pp. 87-89 and 
Collon 1977.

7 See Wb 1, p. 7: «Elefantenzahn, Elfenbein» (for Egyp-
tian); Deimel 1928, p. 54, no. 13; cf. also the ‘Leipzig-Münch-
ner sumerischer Zettelkasten’, p. 714, available in the online 
version at: https://www.assyriologie.uni-muenchen.de/for-
schung/forschungsprojekte/sumglossar/zettelkasten2006_09.
pdf; 25th February 2019 (for Sumerian); CAD 17, part. 3 (Š), 
pp. 48-53 (for Akkadian).

8 Moran 1992; Rainey 2015. 

As it is well-known, ivory was obtained from 
elephant (both Asian and African species) or hip-
popotamus tusks: many Egyptian paintings and 
reliefs, among which are those from the tomb of 
Rekhmire (TT100) at Thebes, dated to the 18th 
dyn. (fig. 3), show craftsmen working ivory tusks, 
Syrians paying the tribute of bringing an elephant 
to the pharaoh’s vizier or representations of hip-
popotamus hunting. Accordingly, also in the Me-
sopotamian area images of elephants can be found, 
like that of the Black Obelisk of Shalmanesar III 
(found in Nimrud and dated to 825 BC) and a 
small statuette kept in the Archaeological Mu-
seum of Istanbul (no. 726).6 

le’, see Mallowan M., Davies L.G. 1970. As about the 
‘Syro-Phoenician style’, see Stéphan 1996 and Cecchini, 
Mazzoni, Scigliuzzo 2009; cf. also some previous litera-
ture: Contenau 1949, pp. 219-222; Decamps de Mert-
zenfeld 1954; other Phoenician ivories (kept in the Ba-
disches Landesmuseum, Karlsruhe) are published in Pet-
rasch 1973. For the ‘Syro-Palestinian style’, see e.g. Kan-
tor 1956. For further comparisons with the Persian area, see 
Muscarella 1980 (about Hasanlu’s ivories, presenting sim-
ilarities with Syrian and Assyrian specimens); similarly, other 
ivories from the so-called ‘Ziwiye hoard’ (Kurdistan) could be 
considered as another possible case of study (see Wilkinson 
1975 and Mazzoni 1977). 

6 For both the artefacts, see RlA II, p. 354 (‘Elefant’), 

Figure 3
An elephant tusk brought as a tribute; tomb of Rekhmire (TT100), 18th dyn., reigns of Thutmose III-Amenhotep II, 
ca. 1479-1400 BC (after Aruz, Benzel, Evans 2008, p. 294, fig. 85)
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sono espressamente richiesti (LA 278, 284-285)».11 
An evidence for the ancient peculiar interest to-
wards ivories can be found in EA 11 (already quoted 
in Liverani’s citation as LA 285), sent by the Kassi-
te king Burna-Buriaš to Amenhophi IV; it reports 
a summary of marriage negotiations, in which the 
Babylonian king insisted in asking ivories as wed-
ding gift:

EA 11, Vo. 1-12:
Transliteration
Rev. 
01) [......................................]MEŠ-šu-nu
02) [......................................]˹aš˺-šu
03) [....................................li-]il-pu-tu4

04) [............]˹li˺-il-qu[-ni..............li-]il-pu-tu4

05) [ša a-na.....M]EŠ ba-al-ṭú-t[i ma-aš-lu....]˹li˺-
il-qu-ni

06) šum-ma la-bi-ru-tu4 ga-mi-ru-tu4 i[-ba-aš-š]u 
ḫ[a-mu-t]a šu-bi-i-la!

07) šum-ma la-bi-ru-tu4 ia-˹a˺-nu eš-šu-ú-ti ˹li˺-
il-˹pu˺-tu-ú-ma

08) IṢa-al-ma DAM.GÀR šu-bi-i-la šum-ma IṢa-
al-mu ˹DAM˺.˹GÀR˺ it-ta-at-la-ka

09) DUMU ši-ip-ri-i-ka ša il-la-ka li-il-qa-a
10) GIŠ.MEŠ ˹ša˺ ši-in-ni li-il-pu-tu4 ù li-iṣ-ru-

ú-pu
11) ša-am-mi ša ṣe-e-ri ša a-na a-ḫa-mi-iš ma-aš-

lu ša ši-in-ni
12) li-il-pu-tu4 ù li-iṣ-ru-pu-ú-ma li-il-qu-ni.

Translation
(1–5) [...] their [...] to him [.... may] they fashion [...] 

may they bring [to me ... may] they fashion 
[that resemble] live [...] may they bring to 
me.

(6–12) If [there i]s a full quota of old ones, have 
them brought to me im[mediate]ly. If there 

11 Liverani 1999, p. 326: «Egypt also exported ebony 
furniture, often decorated with carved ivory, as well as other Af-
rican goods, and the carved ivories (with vegetal and zoological 
elements that ‘resemble live’) are specially requested» (the En-
glish translation is mine).

EA 25, 35-41:
Transliteration
(35)  25 S[I ZÚ9.SÚN GAL.MEŠ] KÙ].GI GAR 

12 SU [i-na lìb-bi-šu-nu na-di]
(36)  [x] [SI ZÚ SÚN GAL.MEŠ] GAR 12 SU [i-

na lìb-bi-šu-nu na-di]
(37)  [x] [SI ZÚ SÚN GAL.MEŠ KÙ.]GI GAR 1 

mu-[............]
(38)  4 [SU KÙ.GI i-]na lìb-bi-[šu-nu na-di]
(39)  5 SI Z[Ú SÚN GAL.MEŠ KÙ.]GI GAR 18 

[SU] ˹KÙ.GI˺ ˹i˺-˹na˺ l[ìb-bišu-nu na-di]
(40)  ša 1-en i-na [lìb-bi-šu-nu...............................]
(41)  5 SI ZÚ SÚN TUR.MEŠ [......SAG]-sú-nu 

KÙ.GI GAR 16 SU K[Ù.GI GAR]

Translation
(35)  25 [large] ivory wild cow-[rhytons] overlaid 

with gold. 12 shekels of [gold have been used 
on them].

(36)  [x] [large ivory wild cow-rhytons...] overlaid 
[with gold]. 12 shekels of [gold have been 
used o]n t[hem].

(37)  [x] [large ivory wild cow-rhytons] overlaid 
[with gol]d 1 [....]

(38)  4 [...have been used o]n t[hem].
(39)  5 [large] ivo[ry wild cow-rhytons] overlaid 

[with go]ld. 18 [shekels] of gold [have been 
used on them],

(40)  among [which] 1 [of them..........................]
(41)  5 small ivory wild cow-rhytons, of ivory [...] 

their [top] overlaid with gold. 16 shekels [of 
gold overlaid].10

In his introduction to the publication of El-Amar-
na letters between the ‘Great Kings’, Mario Live rani 
refers to ancient ivory trade in this respect (mostly 
focusing on Egypt): «L’Egitto esporta anche mo-
bilia d’ebano, spesso placcata d’avorio intagliato, 
nonché altri prodotti africani, e gli intagli d’avorio 
(con soggetti vegetali e animali che ‘sembrino vivi’) 

9 The word ‘ivory’ is here rendered with the sumero-
grams SI, ‘(animal) horn’ and ZÚ, ‘tooth/tusk’.

10 Rainey 2015, pp. 262-263; in bold the Sumerian 
word for ‘ivory’ (SI ZÚ).
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are no old ones, let them fashion new ones 
and send Ṣalmu, the merchant. If Ṣalmu, the 
merchant has already departed, let your en-
voy who is coming bring (them) to me. Let 
them fashion and color trees of ivory. Plants 
of the countryside that match let them 
fashion of ivory and may they color (them) 
and may they bring them to me.12

4. First ivories in Egypt

The use of ivory is well attested in Egypt since the 
Pre-Dynastic period (Naqada II-III, ca. fourth mil-
lennium BC) for different kinds of objects, such as 
royal accounting labels, statuettes or amulets, jewel-
lery and furniture appliques. An interesting piece of 
evidence which supports iconographic influences 
from ancient Near East is represented by the well-
known male figure carved on the handle of the ivory 
knife from Gebel el-Arak (end of the Pre-Dynastic 
Period, ca. 3150 BC, now in the Louvre Museum, 
inv. no. E 11517), which features typical Mesopo-
tamian traits as well as the presence of surrounding 
rampant animals, in this case two lions, quite com-
mon in the early Mesopotamian glyptic.13  

5. Arslantaş ivories: discovery 
and description

Focusing on the main topic of this paper, some ivo-
ry plaquettes have been found in the modern city of 
Arslantaş (whose name in Turkish means ‘the lion 
stone’ because of the presence of impressive lion sta-
tues); it is situated in northern Syria, Aleppo Gover-
norate, near the town of Kobane (cAin al-Arab), not 
so far from the Turkish-Syrian border. The citadel, 
called Hadātu in ancient Assyrian sources, was the 

12 Rainey 2015, pp. 102-103; cf. the translation in Mo-
ran 1992, p. 21.

13 For the Gebel el-Arak knife, see Schulz, Seidel 
1999, pp. 26-28 and mostly fig. 31 on p. 26. In Egypt, the 
iconographic motif of the man surrounded by animals seems 
to be quite ancient, since it is attested in the decorated tomb 
(tomb 100) of Hierakonpolis (culture of Naqada II, ca. 3300 
BC): see Kemp 2000, p. 49, fig. 15 (cf. also the colour image in 
Schulz, Seidel 1999, p. 21, fig. 26). 

centre of an Aramean Iron Age kingdom (called Bit-
Adini), which was conquered by the Assyrian king 
Tiglat-pileser III in the 9th cent. BC. The site includes 
a Late Assyrian palace, an early shrine of Ishtar and a 
later Hellenistic temple, surrounded by city walls and 
gates adorned with lions carved in stone. It was first 
investigated in 1836 by an expedition led by Francis 
Rawdon Chesney;14 later on, excavations were con-
ducted by the French archaeologist François Thure-
au-Dangin on behalf of the Louvre Museum during 
two short seasons, in 1928. Lastly, the University of 
Bologna (Italy), undertook further excavations and 
investigations from 2007 to 2010.15  

The Louvre Museum stores 16 ivories coming 
from Arslantaş (inv. nos. AO 11452-11497);16 
other ivories are held in the Aleppo Museum, in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York), in the 
Badisches Landesmuseum (Karlsruhe) and in the 
private collection of Elie Borowski (now in the Bi-
ble Land Museum, Jerusalem). They have all been 
discovered in 1928 in a hall of Tiglat-pileser II-I’s 
palace (745-727 BC): the ivory plaquettes laid on 
the ground, their position suggesting they proba-
bly belonged to the same furniture, maybe a bed 
(fig. 4).17 The presence of an Aramaic inscription 
carved on one of the ivories led Giovanni Garbini to 
connect these artefacts to those described in a text 
of the time of Adad-nirāri III (809-782 BC):18 this 
inscription states that ivories were used to decorate 

14 Rawdon Chesney 1850.
15 Cecchini, Venturi 2012; cf. also Turner G. 1968 

and lastly Fontan, Affanni 2018; the presentation of the ex-
cavation project on the site of UNIBO is available at the follow-
ing links: 
https://cris.unibo.it/handle/11585/54997#.XF1j7DNKjIU 
(2007);
https://cris.unibo.it/handle/11585/68033#.XF1j4jNKjIU 
(2008); 
https://cris.unibo.it/handle/11585/85657#.XF1j0TNKjIU 
(2009) [8th February 2019].

16 All the data and pictures of these items are available 
online, on the site of the Louvre Museum, in the Atlas data-
base, at link: http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_
frm_rs&langue=fr&initCritere=true (8th February 2019). To 
find out the pictures, just search for the inventory numbers, e.g. 
AO 11452. Cf. also Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, 
pls. 19-47. 

17 About a discussion on ivory decoration on furniture, 
see e.g. Gruber 2004 (specifically about beds, see pp. 89-91 
and 282-288).

18 Garbini 1958.
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[זת . ח ...[ בר . עמא . למראן . חזאל . בשנת ...

«[This …] son of cAmma [made] for our lord Haza-
el, in the year …».20

King Hazael quoted in this inscription can be easily 
identified with Hazael of Aram, king of Damascus, a 
contemporary and opponent of Shalmaneser, about 
840 BC. It is also noteworthy that Hazael’s succes-
sor, Ben Hadad III (the Bar Hadad III cited by Gar-
bini), sent to Adad-nirāri III, as tribute, ivory beds 
decorated in two different techniques, called iḫzū 
and tamlû;21 these terms are used to qualify diffe-
rent kinds of ivories: according to Thureau-Dangin, 
the term iḫzū, translated as «mountings (for set-
ting stones and decorating costly objects)»,22 can be 
reconnected to the verb aḫāzu «saisir, épouser»,23 
«to mount (an object in precious metal)» or «to 

20 Barnett 1957, p. 126.
21 Barnett 1957, p. 126, note 2.
22 CAD 7 (I-J), pp. 47-48.
23 Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, p. 139.

the furniture of Hazael, king of Damascus (9th cent. 
BC); his successor, king Bar Hadad III, gave this 
object to king Adad-nirāri III of Assyria, probably as 
a tribute. Eventually, the Assyrian king Tiglat-pile-
ser III brought it from Damascus to Hadātu in 732 
BC. Garbini’s interpretation is supported by the 
already mentioned inscription on one of the ivories, 
inv. no. AO 11489 (fig. 5):

... בר . עםא . לםראן . חזאל . בשנת ...
… b’r . cm’ . lmr’n . ḥz’l . bšnt …

«[Ce ... a sculpté (un tel)], fils de cAmmâ, pour no-
tre seigneur Hazaël, en l’année de ...».19

The typical formulaic expression, envisaged alrea-
dy in the French translation proposed by Thureau-
Dangin, was confirmed by the proposal of textual 
integration made by Barnett:

19 Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 1, p. 136.

Figure 4
The ivory plaquettes from Arslantaş/Hadātu, at the time of the discovery (after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, 
pl. 18, fig. 1)
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«These ivory beds appear to have been carefully de-
posited in a manner which suggests that they were 
used, not merely stored, in the doorway of the court 
of the pre-Assyrian palace».27 Barnett also propo-
sed that the other ivory fragments, not directly con-
nected to the bed structure, could have been «the 
remains of the other usual items of furniture com-
monly associated with couches in banqueting […] 
scenes».28

Another interesting feature of all these objects 
is the possibility of reconstructing, throughout 
scientific analysis, their original polychromy and 
the decoration techniques: the results of a study 
conducted by Marie Alberic on some ivories of the 
Louvre Museum show that these artefacts did not 
look like pure, white objects, but something rather 
impressive and multicolour, with traces of blue, 
red and green colour, as well as gilding obtained 
with gold leaves.29 

27 Barnett 1957, p. 126.
28 Barnett 1957, p. 127.
29 Alberic 2014; cf. Fontan, Reiche 2011.

make hold (an object)»;24 the substantive tamlû/
tamlîtu can be instead translated as «remplissage» 
or «stone inlay, incrustation, inset, decoration»:25 
both the terms probably refer to a marquetry-like 
technique of assembling different materials (wood, 
stones, metals, ivory) to craft a single piece of fur-
niture. Evidence could be traced in the alphabetical 
signs present on the back of some of the bed ivories 
from Arslantaş, maybe inscribed to assemble them 
in a precise order.

The discovery of the Arslantaş ivories is descri-
bed by Thureau-Dangin with these words: 

C’est à l’extrémité Nord de la chambre 14 que se trouvait 
le gisement le plus important. Dans l’angle Nord-Est de 
cette chambre, nous avons trouvé, très sensiblement au ni-
veau du sol ancien, des débris de lames d’ivoire poli, dispo-
sées de façon à dessiner les deux côtés longs et un des petits 
côtés d’un rectangle.26 

The particular depositional context of these items 
(fig. 6) has already been stressed by Richard Barnett: 

24 CAD 1, part 1 (A), pp. 173-183.
25 CAD 18 (T), pp. 142-145.
26 Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, p. 89.

Figure 5
Inscribed ivory plaquette; Arslantaş/Hadātu; elephant ivory, 9th cent. BC (?), Louvre Museum (Paris), AO 11489 (after 
Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 47, figs. 112a-b and Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 1, p. 135, fig. 49) 
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7. Arslantaş ivories: comparison with 
objects from other sites (Egypt, Syria-
Levant and Mesopotamia) 

As a whole, Arslantaş ivories show a style quite clo-
se to other specimens from Nimrud, Megiddo and 
Samaria, with clear influences from different areas, 
as it is briefly summarized, just as an example, here 
below.31 

Garbini, for instance, recognizes an evident 
Egyptian influence in the representation of the 
birth of Horus, upon a lotus-flower or between two 
winged sphinxes or deities; the motif of the so-cal-
led ‘woman at the window’ could instead be related 

31 For a discussion about ivories in Greece and the East-
ern Mediterranean, between the Bronze Age and the Hellenis-
tic period, see Fitton 1992. About the strong Egyptian influ-
ence on Nimrud ivories, see Hawkes 1981. 

6. Iconographical elements on Arslantaş 
ivories

Arslantaş ivories can be usefully divided into six ca-
tegories, according to their iconography:
1. zoomorphic elements, such as the cow nursing 

her calf or just a cow or a deer alone;
2. the so-called ‘woman at the window’ motif;30

3. anthropomorphic figures or divinities;
4. mythological carvings, like the sphinx;
5. vegetal or geometrical decorations;
6. inscribed ivories.   

30 For this motif, see recently Winter 2016; more gen-
erally, about woman figures carved on ivories, see Gansell 
2008.

Figure 6
The find spot of the ivory plaquettes at Arslantaş/Hadātu (after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 1, p. 89, fig. 31)
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Middle Bronze Age and a pyxis lid incised with figu-
res of plunging hawk-griffins, which resemble some 
mythical motifs attested in Megiddo and Cyprus, 
too.36 From the Byblos necropolis, instead, comes 
a rectangular ivory plaque, found in the tomb of 
Aḥiram (10th cent. BC), which presents some zoo-
morphic elements – a lion and a griffin attacking 
a bull – quite common in the Levant-Mycenaean 
area.37 An analogous comparison can be traced to 
Arslantaş vegetal patterns, showing lotus-flowers or 
different plants, as well as the others geometrical de-
corations, also attested at Byblos.38 

A further comparison can be observed on ivories 
found at Megiddo,39 in the so-called ‘Ivory Rooms’, 
inside Area A, dated via stratigraphy to the 12th cent. 
BC: the fashion of these artefacts shows more defi-
ned Egyptianizing traits, as is clear in the case of the 
typical vegetal decorations and emerges straight-
forwardly in the case of a sphinx plaque (fig. 9).40 A 
direct connection to Egypt for this latter object is 
suggested by a sardonyx plaque found in Egypt and 
dated to the 18th dyn. (fig. 10),41 depicting a sphinx 
which clearly resembles the one on the Megiddo 
ivory.42 This aside, some more comparisons could be 
advanced including the analysis of the geometrical 
decorations, i.e. the incised spiral motif.43  

36 Aruz, Benzel, Evans 2008, pp. 55-56, 140-141; cf. 
Barnett 1982, p. 30, pl. 19c.

37 Barnett 1982, pp. 46-47, pl. 24a.
38 See e.g. Dunand 1937, pl. 121, mainly no. 3670; 

pl. 122, nos. 1067, 1643; cf. Dunand 1950, pl. 113, no. 15467; 
pl. 151, nos. 17016, 19058; pl. 188, no. 10534; pl. 189, nos. 
7677, 14745. 

39 About Megiddo ivories, see Wilson 1938; Di Paolo 
1996; Fischer 2007 and Feldman 2009. 

40 For the vegetal decoration, compare AO 11485 
(Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 44, no. 44) with 
e.g. Loud 1939, pls. 34-35. For the sphinx motif, see e.g. the 
artefact OIM A22213 (cf. following note), compared with AO 
11497 (Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 28, no. 25).

41 Today kept in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York (inv. no. 26.7.1342); Aruz, Benzel, Evans 2008, 
pp. 144-145, fig. 123. For another ivory sphinx from Abydos, 
(today at the British Museum), cf. also Garstang 1928. For 
further studies and analysis of this motif, see Fischer 2007.

42 Today kept in the Oriental Institute Museum, Chica-
go (OIM A22213; online at link: https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/
id/7a15dd18-e3f2-4058-876b-23f5d6b39d14; 8th February 
2019); Aruz, Benzel, Evans 2008, pp. 144-145, fig. 47. 

43 Compare AO 11493 (Thureau-Dangin et Al.  
1931, vol. 2, pl. 47, no. 109) with e.g. Loud 1939, pl. 59, no. 328.

to the cult of the Babylonian goddess Kilili, who was 
called ‘the goddess at the window’. A typical Aegean 
decoration, on the other hand, can be easily recogni-
zed in the representation of animals, like the deer or 
the cow suckling a calf. 

Beside these foreign influences, it is also no-
teworthy to underline the presence of some decora-
tive motifs of local origin, like the bearded standing 
man, wearing a long skirt, the hands crossed on his 
chest. Beyond the motif of the ‘birth of Horus’, alre-
ady recognized by Garbini as an Egyptian influen-
ce, further features of Arslantaş ivories could have 
been inspired by Egyptian elements, namely: the lo-
tus-flower in the middle of two worshipping figures 
which resembles, to some respects, the sema-tawy 
pattern of many Egyptian depictions; some other 
vegetal decorations mixing the lotus-flower with 
the papyrus plant and the presence of the sphinx, 
although in a more Syrian or Aegean shape.               

Iconographic commontraits are shared by 
Arslantaş ivories and other Near Eastern arte-
facts, such as those found at Ugarit/Ras Shamra, 

32 where in Court III of the citadel palace, an ivo-
ry panel from a bed has been discovered (fig. 7):33 it 
displays several anthropomorphic figures and vege-
tal motifs which resemble, in many respects, those 
from Arslantaş. A similar panel was found in Room 
SW7 of the palace of Fort Shalmanesser in Nimrud, 
now kept in the British Museum, inv. no. WAA 
132961 (fig. 8).34 Another site that could offer fur-
ther comparisons is Byblos:35 among the others, 
two of the most famous ivories which show exotic 
influences are surely a Hathor plaque dated to the 

32 About the craftsmanship of ivory at Ugarit and in the 
Levant in general during the Late Bronze Age, see Gachet 
2000; cf. also Caubet, Gachet-Bizollon 2013; cf. also 
Gansell et Al. 2014 and Gansell et Al. 2007. For 
another ivory panel probably belonging to a bed (as the one 
from Arslantaş), see Lanaro 2012.

33 Gachet-Bizollon 2001 and 2007, pp. 135-137, 
275-276, figs. 40-43 and pls. 25-27, 79-88.

34 Winter 2010, p. 217, fig. 3; cf. Barnett 1982, 
pl. 55; Winter 1976, pl. 1c; cf. also Herrmann 1986a, 
1986b, 1992; Herrmann, Laidlaw 2013a-b; Herrmann, 
Laidlaw, Coffey 1987; Herrmann, Coffey, Laidlaw 
2004; further, cf. Mallowan, Herrmann 1974; Orchard 
1967; Safer, Sa’id al-Iraqi 1987.

35 About the contacts and influences between Byblos and 
Egypt, see e.g. Montet 1928.
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Figure 7
The ivory decorative 
panel (of bed?); 
Ugarit/Ras Shamra 
(discovered in 1952); 
elephant ivory,  
l. 1.0 m x h. 0.5 m, 
13th cent. BC; 
Damascus Museum, 
no. 3599 = RS 16.56 
and RS 28.31 
(after Gachet-
Bizollon 2001, 
p. 22, fig. 2)

Figure 8
The ivory decorative 
panel (of bed or 
throne?); Nimrud/
Kalkhu; elephant 
ivory,  h. 0.56 m, 
late 8th cent. BC; 
British Museum, 
London, 
WAA 132961 
(after Winter 1976, 
pl. 1c )
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Figure 9
Ivory plaquette, portraying 
a sphinx; openwork; 
Megiddo (Locus SQ K-7, 
STR 7A); elephant ivory, h. 
9.9 cm x w. 7.0 cm x th. 0.7 
cm, Late Bronze Age IIB; 
Oriental Institute, Chicago, 
OIM A22213  
(after Aruz, Benzel, Evans 
2008, p. 145, fig. 47)

Figure 10
Sardonyx plaque with sphinx; 
Egypt; h. 3.4 cm x w. 2 cm x th. 
0.8 cm, New Kingdom, 
18th dyn. (ca. 1390-1352 BC); 
The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York, Edward 
S. Harkness Gift (purchased in 
1956), 26.7.1342 
(after Aruz, Benzel, Evans 
2008, p. 145, no. 84)
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Figure 11
Ivory plaquette with a sphinx; Arslantaş/Hadātu; 
elephant ivory, 9th cent. BC (?), Louvre Museum 
(Paris), AO 11497 
(after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, 
pl. 28, fig. 25)

Figure 12
Ivory plaquette with a sphinx; Samaria-Sebaste; 
elephant ivory 
(after Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, 
pl. 5, no. 1)
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Figure 13
Ivory plaquette with a vegetal motif; Arslantaş/Hadātu; 
elephant ivory, 9th cent. BC (?), Louvre Museum (Paris), 
AO 11485 
(after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 44, 
fig. 94)

Figure 14
Ivory plaquette with a vegetal motif; Samaria-Sebaste; 
elephant ivory 
(after Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, pl. 20, 
no. 1)

Other interesting parallels for Arslantaş ivo-
ries come from Samaria Sebaste, the ancient cap-
ital of the Northern State of Israel, namely in 
the iconographic treatment of the animals, the 
sphinx (figs. 11-12), the vegetal flower decora-
tions (figs. 13-14) and the ‘woman at the window’ 
(figs. 15-16).44 As for the Megiddo sphinx, the direct 

44 For the animal depictions, compare e.g. AO 11452 
(Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 41, no. 75) with 
Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, pl. 10, no. 1; for the 
sphinx motif, compare e.g. AO 11497 (Thureau-Dangin et 
Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 28, no. 25) with Crowfoot J.W., Crow-
foot M. 1938, pl. 5, no. 1; for the vegetal decorations, compare 
e.g. AO 11485 (Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 44, 

Egyptian provenance of some of the Samaria motifs 
can be confirmed by observing actual Egyptian ar-
tefacts: this is the case of the Samarian iconography 
of the lion biting another animal,45 well attested in 
Egypt as depicted, e.g. on a cosmetic spoon stored in 
Cairo Museum.46 

no. 94) with Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, pl. 20, 
no. 1; for the ‘woman at the window’, compare e.g. AO 11459 
(Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 34, no. 45) with 
Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, pl. 13, no. 2.

45 See Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, pl. 10, 
no. 1. 

46 JE 47009; Aruz, Benzel, Evans 2008, p. 391, 
fig. 123. 
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Figure 15
Ivory plaquette with the ‘woman at the window’; Arslantaş/ 
Hadātu; elephant ivory, 9th cent. BC (?), Louvre Museum 
(Paris), AO 11459 
(after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 34, 
fig. 45)

Figure 16
Ivory plaquette with the ‘woman at the window’; 
Samaria-Sebaste; elephant ivory 
(after Crowfoot J.W., Crowfoot M. 1938, pl. 13, 
no. 2)

have tentatively recognized the presence of Asia-
tic influences on Egyptian artefacts: in 1947, Louis 
Keimer published an ivory vessel which could have 
been found in Saqqara, or maybe in Helmia (near 
Cairo);48 according to Keimer, the decoration of 
the fleece of the rampant goats (fig. 19) is close 
to the treatment of the cow on one of Arslantaş 
ivories (fig. 20).49 The scholar, with the support of 
George Steindorff, proposed for this specific deco-
ration, usually not attested in Egypt, a specifically 
Asiatic model.   

48 Keimer 1947, pl. 5; the object is now kept in the Cairo 
Museum, registered as JE 85750.

49 Above all, a close comparison can be proposed with 
AO 11452: see Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 41, 
no. 75.

Pushing forwards the geographic boundaries 
hitherto traced, from Assyria comes a quite strict 
comparison for another item found at Arslantaş: 
an ivory object in the shape of a vegetal element 
found in Room 23 of Residence K at Khorsabad 
(fig. 18), dated between 722-705 BC, shows 
some resemblances with a phytomorphic ivo-
ry of Arslantaş, possibly a furniture support (AO 
11484, fig. 17).47 

A last remark on the motif of the cow nursing 
a cattle shows how scholars, thanks to the ivories, 

47 For AO 11484, see Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, 
vol. 2, pl. 44, nos. 92-93; compare it with that from Khorsa-
bad, no. DS 1017.30.B (Chicago, Oriental Institute Museum, 
Photographic Archives, no. photo 31151 / negative 18720; cf. 
Loud, Altman 1938, pp. 96-97 and pl. 56, nos. 69-70 and 
Winter 2010, p. 331, fig. 42).
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Figure 17
Ivory furniture support; Arslantaş/Hadātu; elephant 
ivory, 9th cent. BC (?), Louvre Museum (Paris), AO 11484 
(after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 44, 
fig. 92)

Figure 18
Ivory furniture support; Khorsabad/Dur Sharrukin; ca. 
722-705 BC; elephant ivory; Oriental Institute Museum, 
Chicago, DS 1017.30.B 
(after Loud, Altman 1938 pl. 56, no. 70)

Figure 19
Ivory plaquette with animals; Arslantaş/Hadātu; 
elephant ivory, 9th cent. BC (?), Louvre Museum (Paris), 
AO 11452 
(after Thureau-Dangin et Al. 1931, vol. 2, pl. 41, 
fig. 75)
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fies, once again, to a strict connection between two 
worlds that needs and deserves to be studied and 
considered in their actual relationships. Specifically, 
Arslantaş ivories, with their commingling of motifs 
of different origins (Egyptian, Aegean, Syro-Phoe-
nician and Assyrian) surely stand as shining eviden-
ce of this ancient and prolific art tradition.

ced it as a classificatory category in 1965, it remains essentially 
unchallenged yet persistently problematic. Earlier studies tou-
ched on a general sense of shared and transferred artistic ideas, 
particularly between the regions of the Aegean and Egypt, with 
the Levant and Cyprus as a meeting ground ripe for intermin-
gling. Later works have attempted to pin down specific mecha-
nisms of artistic transference and to attribute pieces of localized 
workshops associated with given geographic areas. As scholars, 
we are becoming aware of the multiple ways in which our range 
of vocabulary determines in part the types of questions we ask 
and the lines of argument in which we engage»; cf. also Feld-
man 2014, pp. 47-51, discussing the role of the ‘artistic inten-
tionality’, connected to the concept of sharing iconographic 
patterns and depictions. For the ‘international style’ in Syria 
and the Levant, see also Caubet 1998.

8. Conclusions

In conclusion, all the comparisons proposed here 
(and many others) clearly show that ivories, with 
their widespread diffusion all over Egypt and the 
ancient Near East, can be considered as one of the 
principal vehicles of motifs in the whole basin of the 
Eastern Mediterranean, during both the Bronze and 
the Iron Age. The iconographic study of these mate-
rials provides us with a chance to better analyse and 
understand the reciprocal influences between pha-
raonic Egypt, Levant, Aegean and Near East: these 
areas produced an ‘international style’ 50 which testi-

50 As for the definition of ‘international style’, still di-
scussed, see mostly Feldman 2006, p. 1: «The term interna-
tional style has entered art historical parlance to describe the 
use of shared visual form across multiple cultural regions»; cf. 
ivi, p. 25: «The term international style has become entrenched 
in the literature as an artistic and stylistic category of the Late 
Bronze Age, and while some refinements have been underta-
ken since William Stevenson Smith [Smith 1965] introdu-

Figure 20
Ivory vessel with animals; perhaps discovered in 1942 in Egypt (Saqqara/Helmia?); elephant ivory, h. 16.5 cm 
(after Keimer 1947, pl. 5)
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